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Abbreviated abstract:  Statistical Shape Analysis (SSA) is a relevant field of statistics. SSA 
begins placing landmarks on the object image. After that, some mathematical operation are 
performed to remove the effects of translation, scale and rotation. Supervised learning is one 
of the tasks of SSA. Some algorithms to carry out supervised learning in SSA are presented. 
These algorithm are support vector machines (SVM), hill-climbing, kernel k-means and 
ensemble of methods.   The SVM algorithm outperforms the other methods.    
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Problem, Data, Previous Works

 Suppose that there are G populations. The researcher desires to classify an object into one of the G 
populations. It is done with a classifier. 
Initially, this problem was solved with Bayes discriminant. This classifier uses the Bayes rule to classify 
the object into one of G groups.
The proposal of this work is to introduce other classifiers for the SSA. The proposed learners need to be 
adapted to this new context.   
One option is the SVM classifier. The SVM is used to obtain two classes separated by a hyperplane. The 
algorithm needs to be adapted to complex vectors, which are used in SSA. A optimization problem is 
defined. This problem is solved with the Lagrange multipliers method.
A second option is Bayes density estimation, which uses the Bayes rule with the density estimation for 
each density defined.       
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Methods
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A third method is a kernel K-means algorithm. This algorithm starts with a initial partition. After that, a 
k-means algorithm is performed. Finally, the cluster algorithm is adapted to the context of supervised 
learning. It is done by computing the distance between an object and the cluster centers. The object is 
assigned to the closest group.
The fourth method is a Hill climbing procedure. It is initially a clustering algorithm but it is adapted to 
supervised learning context. Four test statistics of SSA are used. These statistics are named Hotelling, 
Goodall, James and Lambda. The classification is performed as follows. For one fixed object,  it is 
allocated to the groups and the value for each statistics is computed.
It is posible to combine classifiers. This kind of method is called ensemble. Suppose that there are four 
methods to be combined. The final classification of an object is a four dimensional vector. Moreover, a 
voting scheme is used to choose which group the objected will be allocated. There are three voting 
squemes: Majority vote, Plurarity vote and Weighted vote. The object is allocated to the group with 
largest voting.         



Results and Conclusions
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The five previously described algorithms were compared in simulation studies and real data 
analysis. 
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